This article publishes the 39 stamped amphora handles found during excavations conducted at Tel Beersheba between 1969 and 1976. All were found in poorly stratified contexts and so have no real stratigraphic value. They do, however, attest to the importance of Beersheba in the Rhodian economic sphere of the late Hellenistic period and add to our knowledge of Rhodesian fabricants and eponyms of the second century B.C. 
INTRODUCTION
A total of 39 stamped amphora handles were found during excavations at Tel Beersheba between 1969 and 1976 by the Institute of Archaeology at Tel Aviv University under the direction of the late Yohanan Aharoni. Since the handles come from poorly stratified contexts, they cannot be considered as having any real stratigraphic value, but they do provide interesting information on the prosopography of the late Hellenistic period and for this reason are worth publication.
Of the 39 handles, 19 come from the area of the Hellenistic temple in the center of the site (Derfler 1993). With the exception of one surface find, the rest of the handles were found scattered throughout Strata II-IV of the city; none were found in undisturbed contexts. For ease in finding their location for future study, we present precise excavation information at the beginning of each entry in the accompanying catalog; this includes registration number, photograph number, and stratum/pail numbers (for an explanation of the strata, see Aharoni 1973: 8) . Since in most cases the photographs do not add to the drawings and profiles, they have been omitted from this publication. The drawings (at a scale of 1:1) have been made from rubbings of the stamps and thus represent what is actually preserved rather than what a particular artist saw. Profiles of the handle fragments (at a scale of 1:2) have been included because they might help ceramic specialists to study developments in shape. Profiles of nos. 3, 11, 20, and 25 are important because in these cases the rims are also preserved; similarly, the profiles of nos. 7, 33, 35-36, and 37-39 are important because they are not from well-known classes. Since the Rhodian handles all have a fairly uniform fabric and slip, readings from the Munsell Soil Color Charts (1975) are not provided for each individual catalog entry, but are described generally below. Readings are, however, provided for other less well-known and unidentified handles. The Rhodian fabric consists of a well-levigated clay with some small grit inclusions. The color of the fabric ranges from light red (Munsell 2.5YR 6/6) to reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4), reddish yellow (5YR 7/6), and various shades of pink (5YR 7/4-8/4 and 7.5YR 8/4). The color of the slip ranges from shades of pink (7.5YR 8/3-8/4) to those of very pale brown (10YR 8/3-8/4).
By far the majority of stamps (31) are of Rhodian origin; 26 can be dated to the second century and three to the third century B.C. Of the others, one is Chian, four are Roman of the first century B.C., and three are of uncertain origin. LGrape Many examples of stamps with the name NtKacyayopag have been found, but few are specified as being either NtKacay6pag I or NtKaoay6pag II. Two stamps from Gezer, however, have secondary stamps, and a third can be associated with the fabricant Ei•KktcVog (cf. nos. 14-16); so these are probably NtacGaay6paq II (Macalister 1912: 359 
